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Policy context

UKLP

data.gov.uk
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UKLP = UKLS + INSPIRE
EC INSPIRE Directive
• Introduces standards to improve the interoperability of spatial
information across Europe for environmental policy making
• Discovery, view and download services for EC, public
authorities and the public
UK Location Strategy
• Re-use of all public sector location information
• Broader interpretation than INSPIRE – will provide
information for sustainable development, socio-economic
analysis and many other purposes
• For improved policy making and public sector service
delivery, economic benefit, open government and citizen
engagement
Joint programme to implement INSPIRE and UK Location
Strategy because of the huge synergies
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Making a difference
– the UK Location Strategy
“Good maps and location intelligence can help
determine how quickly our ambulances turn up,
where a policeman patrols, how we act in a national
emergency. Knowing more about where we live can
help us make the best decisions.
But across the Country there is still too little sharing
of the best practice and we are wasting time and
money trying to find the information we need. The
Location Strategy will ensure we make better use of
information already held so we can use it faster and
with less expense.”
Baroness Andrews, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State,
Communities and Local Government, November 2008
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UK Location Strategy – 5 strategic actions
To ensure that the UK exploits the full value of its information the Location
Strategy requires a programme of strategic actions which ensure that:
1.

we know what data we have, and avoid duplicating it;

2.

we use common reference data so we know we are talking about the
same places;

3.

we can share location-related information easily through a common
infrastructure of standards, technology and business relationships;

4.

we have the appropriate skills, both among geographic professionals
and among other professional groups who use location information or
support its use;

5.

we have strong leadership and governance to drive through change
including the implementation of this Strategy and the implementation
of INSPIRE. (We call this the Location Council)
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Making Public Data Public
• On 10 June 2009 the Prime Minister announced
a programme to increase the availability of nonpersonal public data for re-use
• Sir Tim Berners-Lee and Professor Nigel
Shadbolt were to lead the initiative
• The first piece of work outlined in Making Public
Data Public (MPDP) is the creation of a single
online access point for public data – data.gov.uk
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One point of access . . .
Local data

Education data
HMG

Statistical data

Location data

Health data

Transport data

Statute data

Environment data

data.gov.uk
Discover, evaluate, access, link to, reuse online
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Government’s public data principles
• On-line access point
• Re-usable machine
readable form
• Open standards
• Linked data formats
• Open licence
• Personal, classified,
commercially sensitive and
3rd party data protected
Government’s public data policy aims to promote
transparency, empower citizens and deliver economic value
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OS OpenData launched 1 April 2010
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Open Government – a “right to data”
“From July 2010, government departments and agencies should
ensure that any information published includes the underlying data in
an open standardised format.
In advance of introducing any necessary legislation to effect our Right
to Data proposals, public requests to departments for the release of
government datasets should be handled in line with the principles
underpinning those proposals: a presumption in favour of
transparency, with all published data licensed for free reuse.”
Prime Minister David Cameron
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What is the programme delivering?
End Users
Location Enabled Information Services
Information Service Providers
(Public / Private / Academic / 3rd Sector)
data.gov.uk
UKLP
Website
UK GeoPortal

Existing and New Channels

Web access to location info & services
Resource
Centre

• Catalogue & Registry
• Authentication
• Simplified, consistent licensing

Pilots &
Demonstrat
ors

Public Sector
Location
Information

Location Information
Core Reference Geographies
Data Interoperability Standards
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UK Location communications website
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Network of data & web services....
Portal

Services

DATA
PUBLISHER

DATA PROVIDERS

Search &
Evaluate

Shared
Service

Registry

Resource
Centre

DATA PROVIDERS
&
PUBLISHERS

on-line delivery
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UK developing focus on linked data . . .
risk

carbon usage

climate
health

events/hr
statutes

location
accident

crime
unemployment

education

person
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UKLP Governance
Ministerial Committee(s)
DA (PED) & Devolveds

Responsible
Minister

European Commission /
INSPIRE

Top level governance
Independent
Assurance
(Non-executive)

Location
Council
Location User
Group

Quality assurance
Location Programme
Board

Wide stakeholder
representation

Delivery
Business Change
Programme
Pilots &
Early
Adopters

Co-ordination
Unit

Location
Information
Interoperability
Board [LIIB]
Working
Groups
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Engagement - pilots and early adopters
Direct UKLP
Support

Direct UKLP
Support of Pilots

UKLP Forum Support
Location User Group
LIIB

Standards / Guidance / GeoPortal
/ CRGs / Best Practice……
Self Sufficient
Communities /
Organisations
Pilots

Best Practice
Innovation
Business Cases
Guidance
Open Tools
Capacity Building
Data
Collaboration

Communities of Practice

Early Adopters (Users & Data Providers)

Website /
Outreach Events
/ Social Media ….

Wider Information Sector
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UKLP Marketing Strategy

Pilot characteristics
• Demonstrate the innovative use of location information,
i.e. that they bring together data from disparate sources/
multiple organisations through web services;
• Can be built upon an element of an active or planned
operational project with a funded business case;
• Managed and resourced directly by the stakeholder
organisations;
• Act as a platform for the subsequent development of
fully operational solutions;
• Will use the planned INSPIRE compliant UK location
infrastructure or have plans for migration
• Generate lessons learned that can be applied widely
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The Coal Authority pilot: Reducing public
safety risk
Context:
There are 170,000 known mine shafts,
shallow workings and other hazards in the
UK.
Coal mining related hazards can and do
occur in public spaces.
These present a risk to public safety –
although low in occurrence.

Aim:
To be more proactive with regards to hazard
identification and remediation work.

Partners:
109 Local Authorities, BGS, National Park
Authorities, land registry agencies,
government departments and devolved
administrations.

• Reducing the risk to public
safety through collaborative
asset monitoring’ reflects a real
business problem which directly
impacts the public.
• Direct involvement in the
Planning process to improve
construction practices designed
to manage risk.
• Enabling smarter government
through collaborative working
with over 250 stakeholders in
three countries.
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INSPIRE timescales simplified....

Phase 1
Existing
Data

Phase 2
Compliant
Data

Annex I & II Existing Data
Annex I
Dec 2010: Metadata available
Compliant
May & Nov 2011: Discovery & View
Data
Jun & Dec 2012: Download &
Dec 2017
Coordinate Transformation
Annex III Existing Data
Dec 2013: All services

Annex II & III
Compliant
Data
Dec 2019

INSPIRE compliance in the UK – May 2010
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What has been achieved so far?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

INSPIRE Regulations 2009 introduced
Governance structures operational
Website launched and maintained
Conceptual design and roadmap agreed
Wide stakeholder engagement and outreach programme
Preparation of guidance documentation started
Pilots and early adopters programme underway
Annual report published
Infrastructure outline design and metadata
requirements completed
• Alignment with data.gov.uk agreed
• Joint technical delivery with data.gov.uk and OS agreed 22

A challenging year ahead . . .
• Developing the central infrastructure and publishing
services with data.gov.uk and Ordnance Survey
• Co-ordinating and supporting the work of data providers to
meet the INSPIRE timelines
• Working with suppliers as key enablers
• Integrating the UK infrastructure with the “satellite”
infrastructures in the devolved administrations
• Promoting wider user of location data to deliver benefits
Dec 2010
Metadata
available

May 2011
Initial
Discovery &
View

Nov 2011
Full Discovery
& View
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Summary – what benefits we
you see?
Delivering more for less
• Reducing costs of delivery while providing more value
• Cutting duplication and promoting reuse

Better Service Delivery
• Improved / more effective Public Service
• Improved responsiveness
• Better cross organisational coordination

Enabling the provision of innovative new services
• Providing services which have been impractical or not cost
effective to date
• New knowledge from different combination of data / data sets

More open government
• Making government information more freely available
• Wide consultation and engagement
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Giants Causeway, Northern
Ireland

Tyndrum, Scotland

uklocationprogramme@defra.gsi.gov.uk
location.defra.gov.uk

a unique opportunity
for everyone
Snowdonia,
Wales

Conceptual
Design
Workshops
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